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Vose Galleries has long appreciated the talent of women artists,
presenting nearly 100 one-woman shows since 1913, and featuring three
large group shows of women artists in 1917, 1919 and 1989, in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Association of Women
Artists. Nearly half of the women in Beyond a Woman’s Place: Pioneers in
American Art participated in group and solo shows at the gallery during
their lifetimes. This exhibition features paintings by a diverse group of
women artists, but all with a common vision. At a time when it was
believed that the only acceptable role for a female was to be a wife and
mother, these women defied stereotypes and social norms, and fought
through negativity from critics and neighbors alike, to pursue a professional career in the fine arts. Their choice reveals a determination to create
a world in which women are treated as equals, and their work is judged
without gender bias.
Even as formal art education began to open up to American
women in the first half of the 19th century, the majority of female students
did not plan to pursue a professional career in the fine arts after graduating.1 Universal discrimination, along with institutional bias, perpetuated
the stereotype that women had neither the technical ability nor the creativity to compete with their male counterparts.
Many prominent art clubs either banned women from membership or elected very few women members, and it wasn’t until the late 19th
century that women began to form their own schools and professional
organizations. From its inception in 1825, the National Academy of
Design in New York City included women in annual exhibitions, but its
members were almost exclusively male for more than 100 years. From the
Academy’s founding until 1953, only seventy-five out of approximately
1300 members and associate members were women.2 Three of the artists
featured in this exhibition, Gertrude H. Fiske (1878-1961), Laura C. Hills
(1859-1952) and Marie D. Page (1869-1940), were among that elite group
of women.
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Another venerable institution, the Boston Art Club, founded in
1855, allowed women to exhibit in group shows, but didn’t accept women
as members until the 1930s.3 The St. Botolph Club of Boston, an art club
founded in 1880 that became a rival to the Boston Art Club, also permitted women to exhibit at the club in both group and solo shows, but did
not allow women members until 1988. Jane Peterson’s (1876-1965) first
solo exhibition in Boston, in fact, was held at the St. Botolph Club in
1909, but she would not have been permitted to sit in the main dining
room, which was reserved for male members and their male guests.
Although many juried exhibitions at important museums, academies and expositions across the country welcomed female exhibitors early
on, women were not asked to participate in the crucial jurying or hanging
committees. Many would sign their work with only a last name, or with
first initials, to mask their gender. In response, a small group of women
artists formed the Women’s Art Club of New York in 1889, “to provide the
means whereby women artists could arrange exhibitions of works selected
and hung by women, to ‘avoid male prejudice in such matters.’”4
Eventually renamed the National Association of Women Painters and
Sculptors, and then the National Association of Women Artists, the club
was founded to “demonstrate the strength and validity of women’s art and
prove to the art world that creative achievement should have no gender discrimination.”5 Of the nineteen artists in this exhibition, at least nine of
them exhibited with the National Association of Women Artists: Gertrude
Fiske, Laura Hills, Jane Peterson, Theresa Bernstein (1890-2002), Ida
Lathrop (1859-1937), Agnes Richmond (1870-1964), Polly Thayer Starr
(1904-2006), Helena Sturtevant (1872-1946) and Martha Walter (18751976).
The Guild of Boston Artists, founded in 1914 by both men and
women, was perhaps one of the first organizations that provided women
artists with a voice and a vote. Members of the Guild were elected for the
merit and style of their artwork, not their gender. The founding members
included sixteen women out of forty-two, and Lilla Cabot Perry (1848-
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1933), who was responsible for Claude Monet’s first solo show in the
United States, was Treasurer. According to historian Ellen Roberts, The
Guild became a “critical exhibition venue for women painters of the
Boston School. The organization not only offered women artists opportunities to display their work alongside their male contemporaries...but also
allowed them annual solo shows which were instrumental in building their
careers.”6
With the proliferation of art academies and organizations which
were founded by or inclusive of women, it seemed that women artists had
started to gain equality by the turn of the 20th century. More and more
women were given solo shows at museums and galleries, including a 1917
exhibition at Vose Galleries of paintings and sculpture by over fifty of the
country’s foremost women artists. As with many of the women-only exhibitions at the time, divided opinions about the Vose Galleries show
appeared in the press. Some argued that “a show of women painters these
days is, of course, hardly a step in the right direction. Sex distinctions are
now in [sic] their way to becoming a thing of the past.”7 In contrast, a
review in the Sunday Herald retorted, “the feeling is still strong and is presumably justified, that to be an artist and a woman subjects one to a somewhat lower rating.”8
Mixed press for women’s shows continued into the 1920s,
despite growing acceptance of women to positions of prominence in the art
world. In a review of the 1925 annual exhibition of the National
Association of Women Artists, the New York Times reported that their show
resembled an “average” National Academy show. The paintings are referred
to as “clever, spontaneous sketches,” but the critic denigrates the entire
show—and women artists in general—by explaining that “women, whatever their artistic sensibilities, are apt to be less given to sustained effort
than men, or it may be because women artists, consciously or unconsciously, are more modest in their expectations with regard to the public...In any case something happens that gives to their exhibitions of art,
when organized as women’s exhibitions, a note of apology.”9

Just a few years later, the Long Island Traveler reported high praise
for the 1929 NAWA annual: “That women are rapidly taking their place
in the world of art has been brought out by the exhibition of art held here
under the auspices of the National Association of Women Painters and
Sculptors. Critics of the various works commented very favorably on the
excellence of the artists.”10 Fortunately, this abrupt reversal of opinion from
critics reflected a larger shift in attitude towards the acceptance of women
as professional artists and art educators.
This year marks the 25th anniversary of the National Museum of
Women in the Arts in Washington, D.C., which was founded to teach the
public about the achievements of women in the arts. Their extensive permanent collection includes work by more than 800 artists, including several of the artists featured in this exhibition, such as Theresa Bernstein,
Lilla Cabot Perry, Jane Peterson and Martha Walter.
While women’s organizations continue to exist in order to focus
attention on a group which has traditionally experienced discrimination,
women artists of today enter an art world that harbors considerably less
bias than their forebears. Art historians, for instance, have begun to shed
new light on the lives of women artists of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Foremost among these scholars, Erica Hirshler, Senior Curator of
Paintings, Art of the Americas, at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, organized the ground breaking exhibition A Studio of Her Own in 2001. A
chronicle of the lives of women artists working in Boston around the turn
of the 20th century, the exhibition detailed the achievements and tribulations of these pioneer artists, paving the way for new research into this
often overlooked and underestimated group.
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Lilla Cabot Perry (1848-1933)

I am an Indian, oil on canvas, 36 x 24 inches
Signed upper left: Lilla Cabot Perry
4

Lilla Cabot Perry (1848-1933)

At the River's Head, River Epte, Giverny, France, oil on canvas
25 1/2 x 32 inches, signed lower right: L. C. Perry, 1895
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Ida Pulis Lathrop (1859-1937)

Content, oil on canvas, 33 x 25 inches
Signed lower right: I. Pulis Lathrop
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Laura Coombs Hills (1859-1952)

Lilies and Roses, pastel on paper
28 x 23 inches
7

Marie Danforth Page (1869-1940)

Greek Dancer, oil on canvas, 26 x 14 3/4 inches
Signed and dated upper left: M. D. Page/ 1910
8

Agnes Millen Richmond (1870-1964)

Alice, oil on canvas, 28 x 30 inches
Signed and dated lower right: Agnes M. Richmond/ 1920

Fairy Tales, oil on canvas, 36 x 32 inches
Signed and dated lower right: Agnes M. Richmond/ 1921
9

Helena Sturtevant (1872-1946)

View of Second Beach, Middletown, RI
Oil on canvas, 30 x 25 inches
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Helen Savier Dumond (1872-1968)

Hills of Cape Breton, oil on canvas
24 1/8 x 30 inches, signed lower left: Helen Savier DuMond
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Martha Walter (1875-1976)

Still Life—Fruit, Vegetables and Pottery, oil on canvas
21 x 36 inches, signed lower right: Martha Walter
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Martha Walter (1875-1976)

The Swimming Pool, Huntingdon Valley, PA
Oil on board, 28 1/4 x 36 3/4 inches, signed lower left: Martha Walter
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Jane Peterson (1876-1965)

The White Sail, Gloucester, MA, oil on canvas
18 1/8 x 18 1/8 inches, signed lower right: Jane Peterson

Sex has nothing to do with it at all. Art is one activity where being a
woman is neither a help nor a hindrance. Even a woman’s intuition means
nothing when she is facing a canvas. —Jane Peterson
Quoted in J. Jonathan Joseph, Jane Peterson, An American Artist (Boston, 1981)
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Jane Peterson (1876-1965)

Old Houses, Cape Ann, MA, oil on canvas
18 x 24 inches, signed lower right: Jane Peterson
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Jane Peterson (1876-1965)

Canal, Venice, oil on canvas
40 x 30 inches, signed lower left: Jane Peterson
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Jane Peterson (1876-1965)

Outdoor Café, oil on canvas
24 x 18 inches, signed lower right: Jane Peterson
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Gertrude Horsford Fiske (1878-1961)

Victory Garden, oil on canvas
24 1/4 x 30 1/4 inches, signed upper right: Gertrude Fiske

Ogunquit, Maine, oil on canvas board
12 x 15 3/4 inches, estate stamped verso
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Gertrude Horsford Fiske (1878-1961)

Nude, oil on canvas
40 1/4 x 50 1/4 inches, signed lower right: Gertrude Fiske, circa 1922

The contrast between the reflections in the mirror and the actual objects reflected is handled with true painter’s
magic…[Fiske] penetrates to the spirit of the difference between things seen directly and their reflection without descending
to childish trickery. It is a broad, authoritative statement and the structure of the design is noble. The human type also is in
harmony with this breadth and vigor. There is a touch of wildness in the shadowed face framed in strewn hair…the blue
and green and orange draperies are enhanced in splendor by the cool expanse of the mirror.
—The New York Times, November 26, 1922
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Gretchen Woodman Rogers (1881-1967)

Still Life with Fruit and Paintbrushes, oil on canvas
12 1/4 x 16 1/4 inches, signed upper left: G. W. Rogers

Originality without eccentricity, an instinctive good taste, excellent drawing and pleasant color,
are the conspicuous and emphatic merits of the paintings by Gretchen W. Rogers…this exhibition
comes at an auspicious period in her development, illustrating the direction in which her talent
is tending, and the already gratifying achievement of her career.
—“Miss Rogers’s Paintings,” Boston Evening Transcript, April 24, 1917
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Beatrice Whitney Van Ness (1888-1981)

Wingaersheek Beach, Gloucester, MA, oil on canvas board
10 7/8 x 13 7/8 inches, signed lower left: Beatrice Van Ness
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Dorothea Litzinger (1889-1925)

Flowers in Front of Window, oil on canvas
45 x 35 inches, signed upper left: Litzinger
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Theresa Ferber Bernstein (1890-2002)

No one can do anything to be creative unless they are creative by nature. All they can do is keep their interests
alive…The way you can put meaning in your life is to
put something out, to keep doing, to make each moment
of each day valuable. If you put things off, even writing a
letter, the right time will never come.
—Theresa Bernstein, 1986
Quoted in Jean Dietz, “Longtime Painter Sketches the Beauty of an Artist’s
Life,” Boston Globe, Aug. 3, 1986

Brighton Beach, Summer, Brooklyn, NY, oil on board
9 1/8 x 12 inches, signed and dated lower right: T. Bernstein '15

Central Park, oil on canvas, 26 1/2 x 34 3/4 inches
Signed lower right: Bernstein, circa 1926
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Marion Huse (1896-1967)

Quebec Marketplace, oil on canvas
25 x 30 inches, signed lower left: Marion Huse, dated 1932
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Molly Burroughs Luce (1896-1986)

Fire in the Factory, oil on canvas
30 x 40 inches, signed and dated lower left: Molly Luce 39
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Marguerite Stuber Pearson (1898-1978)

Afternoon Concert, oil on canvas
36 1/4 x 44 1/4 inches, signed lower right: M. S. Pearson
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Ethel (Polly) Thayer Starr (1904-2006)

Incorporeal, oil on canvas board
24 x 30 inches, signed reverse: by Polly Thayer, circa 1960

I want to see with my whole being, and to communicate what I experience...instead of superimposing my
own expectations on a subject, I seek what the form will reveal of essence, what the visible will tell me of the
invisible...if the seeing is honest and the hand is well trained, a revelation will emerge. The reward is bliss.
—Polly Thayer, 2001
Quoted in Koval “Poetry of Hand and Spirit,” Paintings and Drawings by Polly Thayer (Starr), Vose Galleries, 2001
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Helen Farr Sloan (1911-2005)

Poker, oil on masonite
23 3/4 x 18 inches, signed lower right: Helen Farr, circa 1940
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Virginia Strom Precourt (1916-2008)

New Earrings, pasteleaf
39 1/2 x 35 1/2 inches, initialed lower right, 1994
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Theresa Ferber Bernstein (1890-2002)
Theresa Bernstein’s longevity, when coupled with her tenacious
spirit, resulted in a vibrant and noteworthy career in the arts. She was
among the youngest generation of urban realists who experimented with
what was at the time a modern subject matter, focusing their works on the
gritty reality of urban work and leisure.
In 1916, while she was still a budding artist, Bernstein traveled to
Massachusetts’ Cape Ann for the first time and participated in the first
exhibition of the Gallery-on-the-Moors in Gloucester. Throughout her life,
she and her husband, artist William Meyerowitz, spent summers in East
Gloucester, and taught courses from their studio.
The Ashcan School was a strong influence during the nineteenteens, but Bernstein later came to experiment with a broader range of color
and brushwork. Paintings such as Central Park (p.23) demonstrate
Bernstein’s powerful colorism: “Color as a path to modernity for Bernstein
was pure, magnetic, and sometimes even lurid: local color, independent
color, color as index of feeling, color as gesture, color as lyricism…”1 As was
common of Bernstein’s artwork, the painting is simply inscribed
“Bernstein,” evidence of the artist’s attempt to disguise her gender.
Although she may have struggled to achieve recognition in a
man’s world, Bernstein’s résumé is brimming with accomplishments. She
was a founder of “The Ten,” a women artists group, and of the Society of
Independent Artists with John Sloan. Bernstein contributed to exhibitions
at the Art Institute of Chicago, the Museum of Modern Art, the Corcoran
Gallery, the Pennsylvania Academy and the National Academy, among
many others. She participated in several shows at Vose Galleries, including
a solo show in 1933.
1
Patricia M. Burnham, in Theresa Bernstein: An Early Modernist (Joan Whalen Fine Art: New
York, 2001), p.6.

Helen Savier Dumond (1872-1968)

Helen Dumond was born into a prominent family from Portland,
Oregon. As a young woman, she moved east to study at the Art Students
League, where she studied with renowned teacher and future husband
Frank Vincent Dumond. She continued her studies at the Ecôle des Beaux
Arts in Paris, and exhibited at the Paris Salon in 1897 and 1898.
Around 1906, the Dumonds settled in Old Lyme, Connecticut,
where he directed the Summer School of Painting and continued teaching
in New York. Helen began producing her brightly colored plein air landscapes, and joined the National Arts Cub, the Art Workers Club and the
Catherine Wolfe Art Club. She exhibited at the Pennsylvania Academy and
the Corcoran Gallery. In the 1920s and ‘30s, Frank Dumond also taught
summer classes in Cape Breton, where Helen found inspiration in the pristine, rolling hills of Nova Scotia.
30

Gertrude Horsford Fiske (1878-1961)
Gertrude Fiske was born in Boston, the eldest of six children, to
an old, well-established New England family. She entered the Boston
Museum School around 1904, and completed a seven-year program under
Edmund Tarbell, Frank Benson, and Philip Hale. She established herself at
the Riverway, and later at the Fenway Studios in Boston, and also maintained a studio at her family’s home in Weston.
Almost as soon as Fiske began to exhibit her work, she was heralded by critics as the next great talent in Boston: “The individuality of this
woman’s work is refreshing. Treatment, subject, color and manner of seeing
things are unlike that of any painter we know about. They are absolutely
the result of the painter’s own vision.”1
Summers were spent at her family’s second home in Ogunquit,
Maine, where she studied with Charles Woodbury, whose bold, painterly
approach to landscape painting greatly influenced her own painting style.
Her fresh, lively plein air sketches highlighted Fiske’s unique ability “to
reconstruct nature in its essentials upon her canvases...Here she discovers
decorative values with taste and surety, and sets them forth with taste and
selection that results in works that could hardly be bettered, in their unpretentious way, by much studio revision.”2
By her late thirties, Fiske had earned a reputation for being one of
the leading woman painters of her day. Her increasing interest in the art
and artists of New England led her to become a founding member of the
Guild of Boston Artists and the Ogunquit Art Association, and co-founder
of the Concord Art Association with Elizabeth Roberts. She had six solo
shows at the Guild, and exhibited in numerous group shows around the
country, including in the annuals at the Pennsylvania Academy and the
Corcoran Gallery. Vose Galleries sold their first painting by Fiske in a 1917
women artists show, a self-portrait entitled Study in Black and White, and
has subsequently held solo shows in 1969 and 1987.
In 1922, Fiske was named the first woman to the Massachusetts
State Art Commission. She achieved full National Academician status in
1930, a rare feat for a woman of her generation. By 1935, Fiske had won
eighteen prestigious awards, including five from the National Academy: the
Thomas B. Clarke Prize for best figural composition (twice), the Julia A.
Shaw Memorial Prize for best painting by a woman artist (twice), and the
Proctor Portrait Prize.
1

Boston Journal, February 9, 1916, quoted in Gertrude Fiske 1878-1961 (Vose Galleries:
Boston, 1987), p.5.
2
Christian Science Monitor, February 8, 1916.

Laura Coombs Hills (1859-1952)

Marion Huse (1896-1967)

After studying briefly at the Cowles Art School in Boston, Laura
Coombs Hills started her professional career in the 1880s as an illustrator
of greeting cards, children’s books and pottery. It wasn’t until 1889 that she
made her debut of fine art with a solo exhibition of pastels at the J. Eastman
Chase Gallery. In 1890, Hills traveled to England, where she learned to
paint miniatures on ivory. Three years later, she exhibited miniatures at the
Chase Gallery, and the show was so successful that she received twenty-two
orders immediately.
Hills became an important figure in the miniature revival of the
1890s. Her portraits were so popular among collectors that she was able to
design and build a house in her hometown of Newburyport, Massachusetts.
She joined a host of organizations in Boston, New York and Pennsylvania.
She was an early member of the National Association of Women Artists
(then called the Women’s Art Club), and a charter member of the Guild of
Boston Artists. In 1906, she was elected an Associate National Academician,
a rare achievement for women at that time, and was the first miniaturist
accepted into the Society of American Artists.
In 1917, Hills joined with Jane Peterson, Lucy Conant, Margaret
Patterson, Elizabeth Roberts and Mary Titcomb to form “The Group” of
Boston women painters. Their exhibition of over seventy paintings opened
at the Worcester Art Museum, toured the country and were eventually sold
by Doll and Richards Gallery in Boston. They had only one more show in
1919, which included works by Lilian Hale and Felicie Howell.
By the 1920s, Hills turned to flower subjects done primarily in
pastels, which were avidly collected by an adoring public. The Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, holds several figural works and still lifes in their permanent collection.

After graduating from Cushing Academy in Ashburnham,
Massachusetts, Marion Huse enrolled at the New School of Design in
Boston from 1915 to 1919, studying under Douglas John Connoh, and
returning as an instructor from 1923 to 1924. Huse also studied with
Henry Salem Hubbell and Eugene Savage at the Carnegie Institute of Art
and Technology, and took summer classes with Charles Hawthorne at his
Cape Cod School of Art in Provincetown. These diverse early influences
gave Huse a strong foundation in the fundamentals of art, and also an artistic sense that was open to experimentation.
Huse settled in Springfield, Massachusetts, in 1924, during what
proved to be a dynamic time for artists in that city. Both the Springfield Art
League and the Springfield Artists Guild were established a few years earlier, and Huse joined both associations, participating regularly in group exhibitions, and became a notable figure in the art community. She held solo
shows at her studio on Harrison Avenue, where most of the Guild’s activity took place, and, like many working artists, took on commercial work and
portrait commissions to bring in extra income. She established the
Springfield Art School in 1925 in a room next to her studio, and ran it successfully until 1940. Similar to her own experience, Huse offered students
formal training in drawing and painting, but also inspired them to think
outside the box.
Huse became involved with the Civil Works Administration and
the WPA’s Federal Art Project during the 1930s. She began creating murals
for public buildings in Massachusetts and Washington, D.C., and was
asked to serve as supervisor for the Project’s Springfield region. Her new
role required trips to Boston for progress reports, which brought her own
work to a wider audience. She joined the Boston Society of Independent
Artists and took part in group exhibitions at the Federal Art Gallery on
Beacon Street.
Huse’s work during the early 1930s captured the average man or
woman going about their day in humble, urban environments. She purchased a house in the southern Vermont village of Pownal, inspired by the
rural countryside and colorful locals. Her painting, Along the Taconic Trail,
painted in 1938 during her travels in the Berkshires, was awarded first prize
at the Albany Institute.
Today, her work is held in the collections of several major museums, including the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, the Virginia Museum of
Fine Arts, and London’s Victoria and Albert Museum.
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Ida Pulis Lathrop (1859-1937)
Ida Lathrop and her two talented daughters, Dorothy and
Gertrude, made up the hub of the turn of the century Albany art world.
Lathrop was entirely self-taught, yet became well respected and exhibited
her work widely at prominent venues in Boston, Philadelphia, New York
and Baltimore.
Lathrop joined the National Association of Women Artists in
1926. One of her works, Portrait of Barbara Follett, was singled out at a
NAWA show at the National Academy as being “conspicuous for that
blessed lost quality of taking pains.” Unfortunately, the reviewer goes on to
dismiss the entire exhibition, calling it a “pleasant exhibition by which not
a pusle is forced to a quicker beat, not a moment’s agitation engendered.”1
In his opinion, Theresa Berstein, a fellow exhibitor, was the only artist who
came close to having any real meaning with her painting The Milliners.
Lathrop’s entries to exhibitions at the National Academy of
Design, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Society of Independent Artists
and the Boston Art Club attest to her interest in antiquities and exotics. She
exhibited works under such titles as From the Dust of Egypt, From an Ancient
Shrine and From the Valley of the Kings, illustrating her cultured education
and refined tastes.
Such paintings as Content (p.6) become more than just a simple
still life, and one must wonder as to Lathrop’s message. Concerned for animal rights, all three Lathrop women were strict vegetarians and the family
belonged to the Christian Science Church. The rabbit in Content complacently chews on his flower, unaware that he is part of a still life of lifeless
objects. In the background, a haloed bodhisattva sits beneath the bodhi
tree, surrounded by lotus blossoms, the symbol of enlightenment.
1

New York Times, October 28, 1923.

Dorothea Litzinger (1889-1925)
Dorothea Litzinger was born in Cambria County, Pennsylvania,
in 1889, and attended the National Academy of Design and the Art
Students’ League in New York. She was best known for her large and
vibrant still life compositions, exhibiting them at New York venues such as
Ehrich Gallery, Kennedy & Company, and Goupil & Co. to favorable
reviews. A 1917 New York Times critique of a Goupil show notes, “Miss
Litzinger seems to have a more adventurous spirit, attacking large canvases
and working at her flower studies with as much zest as though she were the
first to discern the magnificent possibilities of lily pads and chrysanthemums. Her courage is repaid.”1
Litzinger was a member of the Connecticut Academy of Fine Arts,
the New Haven Paint and Clay Club, and the Allied Artists of America, and
32

from the late teens to early 1920s, she periodically showed her work in the
annual exhibitions at the Art Institute of Chicago, the Pennsylvania
Academy and the Society of Independent Artists. Sadly, her contribution to
the art world was cut short when she passed away in 1925 after a brief illness.
1

New York Times, February 11, 1917.

Molly Burroughs Luce (1896-1986)
“We cannot deliberately paint our own time without becoming self –conscious, but we can record emotional truths about the world which we know,
and achieve in the long run a record of our time.”
—Molly Luce1
Molly Luce imbued her work with the spirit of small town
America. Growing up in rural towns in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Ohio, Luce felt a deep connection to everyday American life, and chose to
dedicate her life’s work to depicting it. In 1916, she entered the Art
Students League, where she formed close relationships with the artists
around her, including Lloyd and Edith Goodrich and John Sloan.
Participation in a group show at the Whitney Studio Club, the
forerunner of the Whitney Museum, gained her recognition, and she soon
had her first solo show. Her depictions of rural America received high
praise. A review in the New York Herald Tribune stated, “She makes mild
caricatures of ‘Main Street’ life and character. She points with playful eye to
the familiar activity of suburban crossroads, to the ‘general store’ and to the
animated village highway on Sunday morning.”2 Art historian Alan
Burroughs also wrote her high praise in an article in The Arts titled “Young
America – Molly Luce,” where he noted the influence of Peter Breughel on
her work, calling her the American Breughel.
After the Crash of 1929, Luce’s work began to focus on labor,
forcing the people in her scenes to take precedence. This new approach
received so much attention that the Metropolitan purchased one of her
works in 1934. Previous to this instance, the only other American woman
artist owned by the Met was Mary Cassatt.
Luce exhibited widely, including shows at the Boston Art Club,
with the New York Society of Women Artists and with the San Fransisco
Society of Women Artists. Luce’s paintings are held in the collections of the
Metropolitan Museum, the Whitney Museum, the Currier Gallery and the
Fogg Museum at Harvard University.
1

Robert Taylor, “The Ordinary, The Fantastic,” Boston Globe Magazine, October 26,1980.
In Roger D. Howlett, An Exhibition of Paintings, Watercolors, and Drawings by Molly Luce:
Eight Decades of the American Scene (Childs Gallery: Boston, 1981), p.11.
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Marie Danforth Page (1869-1940)

Marguerite Stuber Pearson (1898-1978)

Boston painter Marie Danforth Page began drawing classes with
Helen Knowlton when she was seventeen years old, and studied for five
years at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts under renowned artists
Frank Benson and Edmund Tarbell. In 1892, she exhibited her first work
at the Boston Art Club, and was awarded a traveling fellowship. Although
Danforth later canceled her plans for European travel to care for her ailing
mother, she considered her Boston arts education just as valuable: “Boston
is as good a place as any in the world to learn painting…I found no need
for going elsewhere. Of course, we must go to Europe to see the pictures,
but we may as well stay here to learn to draw and paint.”1
In Boston, Page maintained a studio in her home at 128
Marlborough Street. Her portrait work, finely executed in the traditional
Boston School style, was in high demand among the affluent families in her
Back Bay neighborhood. She earned numerous prizes throughout her lifetime, and exhibited regularly at the Boston Art Club, Vose Galleries and the
Guild of Boston Artists, of which she was a founding member. In 1916, she
won the prestigious Julia A. Shaw Prize from the National Academy for the
best painting by a woman artist (as did fellow Boston artist Gertrude Fiske
in 1922), and was elected an Associate Member in 1927. One year later, she
earned another prestigious award from the National Academy, the Thomas
Proctor Prize for the best portrait.
The Guild of Boston Artists provided exhibition space which was
hung based on the quality of the paintings, not the gender of the artist,
which was an uncommon occurence well into the 20th century. Page’s work
was placed in a prominent location in a 1920 members show, and was singled out in a contemporary review: “The women painters in the present
instance have rather the advantage over the masculine exhibitors. Central
position, ‘place of honor,’ as it is sometimes called, is given to a single figure composition by Marie Danforth Page. A woman dressed in white with
a red scarf is delineated in Mrs. Page’s accustomed skillful manner.”2
Painted in 1910, Greek Dancer (p.8) differs from Page’s usual
choice in subject, but demonstrates the influence of Abbott Thayer, the
symbolic painter of ethereal figures, whom she encountered on her visits to
Dublin, New Hampshire.

Marguerite Pearson was a firm proponent of the Boston School
tradition, characterized by her mastery of academic technique and selection
of the traditional subjects of portraiture, figures in interiors and still lifes.
In her debut exhibition at the Guild of Boston Artists in 1931, one reviewer happily reported that her paintings were “executed in the best Boston
School tradition.” Upon seeing the show, Edmund Tarbell wrote to Pearson,
“We are glad that you stick to the Boston tradition, and we look to you to
uphold it, which you have more than done and are still doing.”1
Pearson grew up wanting to become a concert pianist, but in 1915
she contracted polio during a summer vacation in Maine. During her recovery she took drawing lessons from Boston illustrators Charles Chase
Emerson and Harold N. Anderson. In 1919, Pearson embarked on the rigorous seven-year painting course at the Boston Museum School, where she
received criticisms from Frederick Bosley, Philip Hale and Tarbell. She
worked and taught in a fourth-floor studio in the Fenway Studios building,
and began to spend her summers in Rockport, Massachusetts. There, she
painted with Aldro Hibbard and expanded her repertoire to include landscapes of Cape Ann. In 1942, she moved to Rockport to live year-round
and became an active member of the Rockport Art Association. Today she
is best known for her paintings of women playing musical instruments in
elegant, light-filled interiors.
1

“The Art Week,” Boston Globe, 1931, and Tarbell to Pearson, 1931, both quoted in
“Marguerite S. Pearson 1898-1978,” (unpublished ms. Vose Galleries).

1

M. J. Curl, “Boston Artists and Sculptors in Intimate Talks,” Page Family Archives.
“A Spring Show: Guild Members Put on an Exhibition of Representative Works to which the
Women Artists Contribute the Features,” uncited news clipping, April 24, 1920, Vose
Archives.
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Lilla Cabot Perry (1848-1933)

Jane Peterson (1876-1965)

Unlike most professional women painters of her time, Lilla
Cabot Perry waited until after starting her family to pursue an artistic
career. In the mid-1880s, after having had three daughters, she studied
painting at the Cowles School in Boston, and moved to Paris with her
family to study at the Académies Colarossi and Julian. In 1889, she
met Claude Monet at Giverny, and spent the next nine summers there
with her family, usually renting property adjacent to Monet’s. Perry
became one of Impressionism’s earliest proponents in America. From
Monet himself she learned to capture in bold strokes and color the
sprawling landscapes of the French countryside, and she was equally
capable of translating this skill to figural works and the American landscape.
After returning from a three-year stay in Japan, Perry rented a
studio in the Fenway Studio Building in Boston, which she occupied
from 1911 to 1933, and the family spent summers in Hancock, New
Hampshire. She exhibited her work locally and internationally to critical acclaim, and became a founding member of the Guild of Boston
Artists in 1914, and its first Treasurer. Vose Galleries included Perry in
their 1919 women artists exhibition, and again in a pastel show in
1924. The National Museum of Women in the Arts hosted a major retrospective exhibition in 1990, and her work is also held in the collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
The circumstances of Perry’s family, and their extensive travel, is greatly reflected in her choice of subject matter and style. Her
summers in Giverny near Monet inspired light-filled canvases painted
with a broken color technique characteristic of the master
Impressionist. While the family was in Japan for three years, Perry
painted over eighty pictures of Japanese life and scenery. After returning to Boston and surrounding herself with fellow artists at the Fenway
Studios, she began to concentrate on figural works executed in a more
academic Boston-School style.
Perry’s later work focuses on the landscape around their summer home in Hancock. However, one constant throughout her career
was the use of her family, particularly her daughters, as models. At the
River's Head, River Epte, Giverny, France (p.5) depicts her daughter
Edith, and the figure in I am an Indian (p.4) is likely one of her granddaughters.

Throughout her long and productive life, Jane Peterson remained
a powerhouse in the American art world. Peterson’s first foray into the
Boston art scene was in January, 1909, when she exhibited thirty-three
paintings at the prestigious St. Botolph Club. She favored intense color and
bold brushwork, to much critical acclaim. One reviewer enthused, “There
is an athletic dash and swing to most of the paintings that is stimulating
and captivating.”1
Peterson showed talent at an early age, and moved to New York to
study at the Pratt Institute under Arthur Wesley Dow, and later at the Art
Students League. In 1907, Peterson went abroad to Europe, visiting
England, Italy and France, and was enthralled by the artistic opportunities
she discovered there. She valued her studies with Frank Brangwyn in
London, Jacques-Emile Blanche in Paris, and later with Spanish painter
Joaquin Sorolla y Bastida during her second trip in 1909. She traveled
through Algeria and Egypt before returning to the United States to open a
solo show at the Art Institute of Chicago in 1910. This was one of the first
of well over 100 group and solo shows across the country, including a solo
show of fifty-two paintings at Vose Galleries in 1925.
While abroad, Peterson began to use gouache, a quick-drying
medium that allowed her to paint en plein air and complete several pieces
a day without the worry of carrying a wet canvas. In 1913, she became a
watercolor instructor at the Art Students League, staying on for six years.
Her next years were rich and prolific; she traveled and painted throughout
the country and made regular visits to Martha’s Vineyard, Rockport,
Gloucester and Ogunquit.
In 1917, Peterson joined with Laura Hills, Lucy Conant,
Margaret Patterson, Elizabeth Roberts and Mary Titcomb to form “The
Group,” an exhibiting circle of Boston’s leading women painters. Although
short-lived, only lasting until 1919, “The Group” exhibited across the
United States and was critically well received.2
After an extensive painting trip to Constantinople in 1925,
Peterson married M. Bernard Philipp, a wealthy New York lawyer who was
twenty-five years her senior. She stopped traveling and began painting flowers in her studio on Fifth Avenue and in their home in Ipswich,
Massachusetts. Philipp died in 1929, leaving her a woman of independent
means, and she resumed her travels, spent summers in Ipswich, and divided the rest of her time between New York and Palm Beach.
Peterson was a member of numerous organizations spanning the
East Coast, including the National Association of Women Artists, the
American Water Color Society and the Allied Artists of America.

References: For the most complete biographical information, see Meredith Martindale
and Pamela Moffat, Lilla Cabot Perry: An American Impressionist (The National Museum
of Women in the Arts: Washington, D.C., 1990).
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1

Christian Science Monitor, Jan. 23, 1909, quoted in J. Jonathan Joseph, Jane Peterson, An
American Artist (Boston, 1981), p. 27. This is the primary source for biographical information
on Peterson.
2
For information on “The Group” see Jarzombek, “Mary Bradish Titcomb and her
Contemporaries,” in Mary Bradish Titcomb (1858-1927)/ Fenway Studios, (Vose Galleries:
Boston, 1998).

Virginia Strom Precourt (1916-2008)
While well known in certain circles, Virginia Precourt lived and
worked in a secluded wooded location just south of Boston, rarely exhibiting her work in public exhibitions. Despite her quiet profile, Precourt’s professional accomplishments are numerous. In addition to receiving private
portrait commissions, she painted a mural for the public library in
Westwood, and has paintings in the permanent collections of the
DeCordova Museum in Lincoln and the Weyerhauser Collection of the Art
Complex Museum in Duxbury, as well as in collections, private and corporate, here and abroad. In 1980 she received the John Singleton Copley
Master’s Medallion from the Copley Society of Boston.
As a high school sophomore, Precourt was awarded a scholarship
enabling her to spend a summer at the Cleveland Museum of Art. In the
heart of the Great Depression, she came to Boston after her graduation and
enrolled at the Museum School. She was dissatisfied with the way they
taught fundamentals, however, and switched to the Art Institute of
Chicago.
Precourt’s choice of subject matter was provocative, given her passion for permanence. She scrutinized rocks, sky and water, wringing from
them what is universal and beautiful. These are the threads that run
through all of her work—a love of beauty, a regard for what is universal,
and the humility of not taking herself too seriously. Aside from polyfresco
and pasteleaf, which are discrete techniques involving prescribed steps, she
nearly always worked on a toned ground and used a number of materials:
charcoal, pencil, colored pencil, ink and pastel for drawing; casein, acrylic,
gesso and oil for painting.

Agnes Millen Richmond (1870-1964)

Richmond became best known for her portraits of women, often
placed in landscapes or settings that reflected their circumstances, and
imbued with an energy and depth beyond the canvas. In the 1914-15
Woman’s Who’s Who of America, it notes that Richmond “favors women’s suffrage,” and her portraits and figure paintings from the 1910s and ‘20s reveal
her subjects’ sense of pride and confidence.
Richmond was a member of the National Association of Women
Artists, and received the Watrous Figure Prize in 1911. She also belonged
to the Allied Artists of America and the Brooklyn Society of Artists, and was
a long time exhibitor at the Pennsylvania Academy, the National Academy
and the Society of Independent Artists.

Gretchen Woodman Rogers (1881-1967)
Born in Boston in 1881, Gretchen Rogers attended the Museum
School from 1900 to 1907, studying under Edmund Tarbell, and received
a number of awards during her time there. In 1909, she took over Lilian
Westcott Hale’s studio space at the Fenway Studios building, where she
remained until 1932. Rogers took part in annual exhibitions at the
Pennsylvania Academy and the Art Institute of Chicago, and was a founding member of the Guild of Boston Artists, with solo shows in 1917 and
1928.
The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, where Rogers exhibited as
early as 1911, counts a Rogers still life among its holdings, as well as her
masterful self-portrait, Woman in a Fur Hat, which was awarded the silver
medal at the 1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition.2 Rogers left the Fenway
Studios building in 1932, and, mysteriously, did not produce any known
work after that time.
2

Erica E. Hirshler, A Studio of Her Own, Women Artists in Boston, 1870-1940 (Museum of
Fine Arts: Boston, 2001), p.193.

Agnes Richmond began her training at the St. Louis School of
Fine Arts prior to moving to New York in 1888. In New York, she studied
at the Art Students League under John Twachtman, Walter Appleton Clark
and Kenyon Cox. She would later teach at the league from 1910 until
1914.
Richmond settled in Brooklyn, where she and her husband, WPA
muralist Winthrop Turney, found inspiration and friendship with a group
of New York realist painters including George Luks, Charles and Alice
Winter and John Sloan. In the summers, Richmond and Turney would
make painting trips to Mountainville, New York, and Gloucester,
Massachusetts, joining John Sloan at his “Red Cottage” on East Main
Street, where the New York group would congregate for painting and recreation over the next five years.
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Helen Farr Sloan (1911-2005)
Helen Farr Sloan was born in New York City in 1911. She
received her training at the Art Students League, studying under Boardman
Robinson and her future husband John Sloan, a celebrated artist of the
Ashcan school. A painter, illustrator, lithographer and art educator, Farr
also designed sets and costumes for children’s theater productions. She
wrote and edited a book on Sloan’s teachings and philosophy of art in 1939,
and married Sloan, who was nearly 40 years her senior, five years later. Farr
served as director of the Society of Independent Artists from 1940-44, and
exhibited work in each of its annual exhibitions from 1929 through 1944.
Farr’s work was also shown at the Hudson Guild in New York, the Santa
Barbara Museum of Art and the de Young Museum of Art in San Francisco.
Examples of her work are included in the permanent collection of the
National Museum of Women in the Arts in Washington, D.C.
Farr’s work celebrates everyday life. In commenting on the philosophy of artist Robert Henri, she revealed her own. “He encouraged his
pupils to be interested in the world outside themselves,” Farr wrote of
Henri, “and to see beauty in what is familiar to others, often in what may
seem drab or ugly to the callous mind.”1 Poker reflects this approach, depicting the participants and spectators of a neighborhood card game with a
keen sense of solemnity and dignity. According to the artist, the scene was
based on observations made “while riding the second or third avenue
‘L’…on the edge of Harlem.”2
1

Correspondence from artist dated August 15, 1999.
2
Ibid.
Biography by Arthur Hittner.

Ethel (Polly) Thayer Starr (1904-2006)
While still in grade school, Ethel (Polly) Starr began taking drawing lessons with Beatrice Van Ness. Her education was extremely varied,
providing a diversity of stylistic influences: Boston’s Museum School,
Charles Hawthorne’s school in Provincetown, the Art Students League, the
Académie Colarossi, and private study with Philip Hale, Hans Hoffman
and Carl Nelson. However, it was her passion for drawing that guided her
art throughout her long and successful career.
In 1929, Starr was awarded the prestigious Hallgarten Prize from
the National Academy for Circles, now in the collection of the New Britain
Museum. She soon had her first solo exhibition at Doll and Richards in
Boston, which was critically well-received. One reviewer declared that it
“surely settles her status as one of the foremost painters in the country,
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especially notable in portrait painting but evidently gifted with that kind of
genius which is not circumscribed.”1
Starr had a solo show with Robert C. Vose in 1950, and four subsequent shows at Vose Galleries beginning in 2001, including a centennial
exhibition in 2004. Although she remained true to realism throughout her
life, she constantly tried to unlearn what she had learned, freeing herself
from the constraints of her classical training. Despite an extensive list of
solo and group exhibitions, prizes, permanent collections and memberships, at the end of her life, Starr reflected, “You never achieve what you
want, but you’re always getting nearer to the essence... and that’s a search
that is all important.”2
Starr was the only living artist included in the major exhibition A
Studio of Her Own, at Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts in 2001.
1
“Exhibition of 17 Paintings by Ethel R. Thayer Here,” Boston Globe, January 9, 1931, in
Koval “Poetry of Hand and Spirit,” Paintings and Drawings by Polly Thayer (Starr), (Vose
Galleries: Boston, 2001), p.4.
2
Ibid.

Helena Sturtevant (1872-1946)
“Miss Sturtevant has liking for effects of light in nature. Indeed it is among the
best of her qualities… one feels that the artist has a very genuine interest in
nature.”1
Helena Sturtevant is best known for her light-filled paintings of
the historic buildings and scenic coastlines of her native Rhode Island.
Although born in Middletown, Sturtevant had a studio on the grounds of
her grandmother’s estate in Newport, and often painted the International
Cup Races off of the coast.
She was a pupil of Edmund Tarbell at the School of the Museum
of Fine Arts, and later studied at the Académie Colarossi in Paris. She
exhibited her work at the National Academy, the Pennsylvania Academy,
the Art Institute of Chicago, the Paris Salon of 1927, the 1939 World’s Fair
in New York and the 1939 San Francisco Golden Gate Exposition. She had
solo shows in Boston at the Copley Galleries, and at Vose Galleries
in 1925 and 1929.
Sturtevant was Director of the School of the Art Association of
Newport, and a member of the American Federation of Arts, the National
Association of Women Artists and the American Artists Professional
League. Her work is held in the collections of the Newport City Hall, the
Berkeley Memorial Chapel in Newport and the New York Public Library.
1
Unidentified news clipping, possibly Boston Transcript, dated November 15, 1909. Boston
MFA Artists Files.

Beatrice Whitney Van Ness (1888-1981)

Martha Walter (1875-1976)

A passionate advocate for art education, Beatrice Van Ness dedicated her life to teaching and creating art. Like many of her contemporaries, she was trained at the Boston Museum School, where she received
numerous awards and scholarships. At the 89th Annual Exhibition of the
National Academy of Design she was awarded the Julia A. Shaw prize for
the best painting submitted by a woman, Odalisque. After completing her
studies in Boston, Van Ness spent the summer in Ogunquit, Maine, painting with Charles Woodbury. The acclaimed artist and teacher encouraged
her to look beyond her basic training and concentrate more on observing
the elements of design: color, light and pattern.
Van Ness exhibited widely into the 1920s, including Vose
Galleries’ first women-only exhibition in 1917. She also showed with several art groups, including the Boston Art Club and the Concord Art
Association, though she never belonged to any organizations. Instead, her
main focus was education. Her first job was at the Museum School, teaching cast drawing for three years. In 1921, she set up the art department at
the Beaver Country Day School in Chestnut Hill, where she taught until
1949. She was devoted to making it imperative that each student have
access to art. As she stated in “Let the Arts Flourish!,” an article published
in 1940, “A taste of the art experience is the right of every child. He may
never again have occasion to actually use that particular form of expression,
but having once experienced it, his horizons are widened, and life often has
greater meaning for him…”1
Beatrice spent a great deal of time teaching, and therefore could
only concentrate on her own work during the summers. As a young
woman, she spent summers in North Haven, Maine, where Frank Benson,
a former teacher at the Museum School, continued to be a source of inspiration. Later in her career, Van Ness concentrated on simplifying her forms,
and incorporated sanding, scraping and mixed media into her technique.
Van Ness continued to experiment and grow throughout the rest of her life,
emphasizing her devotion to the importance of learning.
Paintings by Van Ness are included in the collections of the Colby
College Museum and the Farnsworth Art Museum in Rockland, Maine.

Martha Walter’s early study with William Merritt Chase served as
a source of encouragement to continue to paint and to apply for awards
and scholarships. She won the Cresson traveling scholarship, which funded two years of study in Europe. However, she felt restricted by their classical approach, and set up her own studio in the Rue de Bagneaux, where
soon many other young American women would join her. Walter focused
on painting plein air scenes from everyday life, which she depicted with a
bold palette of saturated colors. Her work received recognition from the
Paris Salon and the Salon d’Automne, and she continued to exhibit in
annuals at the Art Institute of Chicago and the Pennsylvania Academy,
earning a gold medal in 1923.
At the outbreak of World War One she returned to the United
States and took a position teaching in Chicago, and later at William
Merritt Chase’s School. She soon changed her focus to beach scenes of
Coney Island and Atlantic City, and began spending her summers in the
popular artist location of Gloucester, where she had access to locations such
as Bass Rocks and Good Harbor Beach. It is in her paintings during this
time that she started to incorporate a more Impressionist feel with loose
brushstrokes, but with a palette of intense colors, reminiscent of the Fauve
painters. Walter received support from fellow women artists who also came
to Gloucester for the summer including Cecilia Beaux, Jane Peterson, and
her longtime friend Alice Schille. They influenced each other’s art, which
can particularly be seen in the work of Walter and Schille who spent so
much time together. These women also exhibited together several times,
including the 1917-18 traveling exhibition, “An Exhibition of Paintings by
Six American Women,” a show that traveled around the country and
included work by Mary Cassatt, Jane Peterson and Martha Walter.
By 1940, Walter moved in with her sisters in Melrose Park,
Pennsylvania. Her fresh, lyrical compositions continued to attract awards
and critical accolades on both sides of the Atlantic. She was featured in solo
exhibitions at the Cincinnati Art Museum, the Arts Club of Chicago, and
Milch Galleries and Hammer Galleries of New York. Vose Galleries held an
exhibition of Walter’s Gloucester scenes in 1992.
A significant contributor to the American Impressionist tradition,
her works are held in numerous public collections, including the Toledo
Museum, the Pennsylvania Academy and the Art Institute of Chicago.

1
Elizabeth M. Stahl, Beatrice Whitney Van Ness, 1881-1981: The Privilege of Learning to Paint
(Childs Gallery: Boston, 1987), p.13.

References: For the most complete biographical information, see William H. Gerdts,
Impressionist Jewels, The Paintings of Martha Walter, A Retrospective (Woodmere Art Museum:
Philadelphia, 2002).
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